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partners under outsourcing agreements 

 SCHEDA 
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Identificativo proposta:BORO20210405002 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

A Romanian IT company wants to conclude outsourcing agreements with foreign partners. The company is 
specialized in web design, mainly the creation of presentation websites, landing pages, personal blogs 
and/or online shops. The team involved in daily projects includes specialists in applied informatics, servers, 
computer networks and management or invoicing software. 
 
 
Established in Transylvania in 2007, the Romanian company, active in the IT field, is involved in developing 
personalized applications and identifying innovative solutions from scratch. The team is focused on 
delivering the following website services: - presentation websites, - landing pages, - personal blogs - e-
commerce websites. The Romanian company’s website services are on different types of subscriptions: 
standard, business, shop and unlimited and thus any client can register, choose a tariff plan and create the 
website. The Romanian company offer of services also includes: - a simple administration panel that allows 
the client to content to their website in minutes; - unlimited space to create any number of pages and upload 
as many photos the clients want; - Search Engine Optimization (SEO); - statistics and reporting in order to 
analyse visitor behaviour and promotion effectiveness; - custom domain by having a unique URL; - payment 
methods using MobilPay, PayPal, Refund etc.. The company themes catalogue comprises custom fonts, 
minimalist blocks and quality images and addresses the following categories: - agency, - blog, - business, - 
events, - floristry, - real estate, - medicine, - restaurant, - online store etc. The Romanian company would like 
to increase its business potential and to extend its network of clients, so the IT team is interested in 
concluding outsourcing agreements with European and non-European partners searching the offered 
websites software development services. 
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